RUSSELL CREEK PARK SYNTHETIC TURF FIELDS FAQ’S
1. How long will the construction last? By contract, the contractor has 10 months
to complete the project. The fields are scheduled to be back on-line in February
2022.
2. Will the construction affect any other fields? No, the bulk of the construction
will take place on Fields A & B only. The project also includes adding ball nets or
backstops to all of the other fields on the south side of Russell Creek Park, Fields
C, D, E, F, G, and H. The net and backstop construction is not on the field and will
be scheduled to avoid any conflicts. For playground improvements and
information, please check the webpage.
3. Will the construction close the parking lot or the park road? The parking lot
located at the southern end of the park, adjacent to Russell Creek Drive will be
closed for the entire construction period. This will include through access. The
adjoining parking lots and park road will not be closed during construction.
4. Where will construction trucks/traffic enter the park? All trucks and
construction traffic has been planned to enter off of McDermott only. There
should not be any trucks/construction traffic on Russell Creek Drive or Gifford.
5. How many trucks will be entering Russell Creek Park for the construction?
There will be a significant number of trucks entering the park. Synthetic turf
fields require a 12” deep gravel base for stability. The number of trucks
delivering gravel only is estimated at 750. There will be additional construction
trucks delivering equipment, materials, and supplies.
6. Will the park be closed? The only area of the park being closed is the Field A &
B area and the south parking lot area. The rest of the park will be open. For
playground improvements and information, please check the webpage.
7. What is the cost to build the two synthetic turf fields? The construction cost is
$4,015,338.

